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Introduction 

 

The Writers’ Guild of Great Britain is a trade union representing professional writers in 

television, radio, theatre, film, publishing and videogames. We have about 2,000 members. 

We have a series of agreements with the BBC covering the contractual terms under which 

drama and comedy writers are commissioned. BBC policy towards this kind of material is of 

great importance to a large proportion of our membership, and we are constantly in 

communication with the BBC over these issues. The purpose of this response is to comment 

on the DQF proposals from the perspective of drama and comedy writers in TV and radio. 

 

General comments 

 

Depending on who is counting, DQF is the third or fourth round of serious cuts in BBC 

spending in the past decade. Past exercises have accurately been characterised as “salami-

slicing” in which across-the-board cuts have been imposed on all or most areas of BBC 

spending, regardless of their size or individual nature – an attempt to achieve “equality of 

misery”. But in the run-up to the DQF announcement there was much speculation (which was 

not discouraged by the BBC) that this time it would be different: core areas would be 

protected (especially services unlikely to be provided by commercial broadcasters) while 

other areas – perhaps one or two entire channels or genres – would be sacrificed in order to 

preserve the most important areas. 

 

But in the event the exercise proved to be more of the same salami-slicing, the only variation 

being that some slices were a bit thicker than others. No service has been entirely cut, with 

the consequence that all services again face uncomfortable cuts on top of those they have 

already had to suffer. The exact thickness of each slice is carefully set out in the chart on 

Page 39 of the DQF document. 

 

The basis for DQF is a freeze in the BBC licence fee for six years up to 2017 – a surprisingly 

long period, and surely a hostage to fortune in a time of economic uncertainty and unknown 

prospects for inflation. The formula of cuts amounting to 20 per cent in total rests on an 

assumption that inflation averaged over the entire six-year period will be 2% per year. This is 

highly questionable, and if inflation remains at its present level of about 5% for a significant 

period then DQF will fail to achieve its objectives and an even worse crisis will confront the 
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BBC, UK viewers and listeners … and writers, performers, and other workers in the 

broadcasting industry. 

 

The position is one of extreme fragility. Some of us said at the time that the agreement to a 

six-year licence-fee freeze was unrealistic and irresponsible, and this view is gaining ground. 

Previous licence-fee reviews have been the subject of extensive public consultation and 

careful thought, whereas this one happened in secret over a few days and was a fait accompli 

when it was announced. A motion proposed by the Writers’ Guild at this year’s Trades Union 

Congress (and carried unanimously) stated: 

“There is only so much that can be loaded on to the BBC’s back before it breaks. 

Congress asks the Government to unfreeze the licence fee and to give the BBC the 

respect and the freedom it needs to carry on with its primary purpose, which is to 

continue to make first-class British television and radio shows, the envy of countries 

everywhere.” 

We stand by that judgement, and while it may be outside the self-imposed terms of the 

current consultation, we believe the BBC Trust should state clearly that the freeze to 2017 

may prove to be unworkable, and that a review may become essential long before the end of 

the six-year period. 

 

Television 

 

We note with approval that DQF identifies “ambitious original British drama and comedy” 

among the “five pillars of the BBC’s future strategy”. Such a clear and strong statement 

ought to reassure the Writers’ Guild, at any rate, that our key interests have been well looked 

after. Unfortunately the plans that have been produced, so detailed and precise in so many 

areas, let us down.  

 

In long and detailed negotiations with the BBC, the Writers’ Guild has reached agreement on 

new terms that will make drama and comedy repeats on BBC One/Two very much cheaper, 

especially in the daytime. We were therefore interested in the development of proposals for 

BBC Two to cease commissioning a wide range of mostly “reality” programming and to use 

its daytime transmissions mainly for high-quality repeats. DQF proposes a BBC Two daytime 

schedule encompassing “news and current affairs programmes at lunchtime … [and] repeats 

of mainly factual programmes, including science, history, natural history and arts, as well as 

live sport.” We think it is imperative that this mix is expanded to include a significant 

component of “ambitious original British drama and comedy”.  

 

We are puzzled that DQF proposes to remove investment in original UK drama from BBC 

Four, with the uncharacteristically weak suggestion that “the type of drama that is currently 

made by BBC Four might feature on BBC Two”. Is that a proposal or not? It is certainly far 

from an undertaking. BBC Two, it is stated, will “maintain investment in drama and increase 

investment in scripted comedy”. Taken across the two channels, this seems to us to add up to 

a cut in ambitious original drama (assuming that BBC One’s offering is less high-brow) and 

at best a standstill in comedy. Have the bean-counters taken into consideration the fact that 

the cost of producing drama on BBC Two is substantially higher than on BBC Four? This 

does not look to us like a “pillar of future strategy” – more of a frayed guy-rope that might 

give way at any moment. We urge the BBC Trust to inquire searchingly into what these 

proposals really mean and to confront head-on the inconsistency between the ringing 

declaration of principle and the faint tinkle of the actual proposals. 
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We have another concern related to the wincingly high level of proposed job losses – up to 

2,000, not counting casualties of the move to Salford. We fear these job cuts will further 

deplete the BBC’s in-house pool of production and technical expertise. In-house drama 

production is much too heavily weighted towards ageing long-running series, with most high-

end drama and comedy outsourced to independent producers or overseas co-productions. If 

the UK is to continue its remarkable success in the global mass entertainment industries, it 

needs new generations of highly skilled technicians, producers and others. DQF says little or 

nothing about the BBC’s crucial role in providing the opportunities, training and experience 

to bring this talent on. To allow it to wither will make future decline inevitable – a false 

saving for the UK economy and a massive own goal. It is vital for writers – our members – 

that their creative ideas can be turned into programmes of the highest quality, and for that to 

remain the case we need a well-resourced BBC. 

 

Radio 

 

The DQF headlines included the “protection” of Radio 4 from any cuts. We are not 

convinced. For one thing, Radio 4 is being “re-balanced” away from literature and drama 

towards news and current affairs, an example of which is the recent axing of most of its short-

story output to make way for a further 15 minutes per day of news. Even future drama plans 

focus heavily on productions related to news events and topical issues. For another thing, 

radio drama has suffered several years of serious cuts including: 

 

 The complete scrapping of all BBC World Service drama, even the popular soap 

Westway. 

 The scrapping of all Asian Network drama, including the soap Silver Street, and the 

failure of the BBC to honour repeated pledges to continue these productions for other 

radio outlets. 

 The scrapping of the Radio 4 Friday Play (“ambitious original drama”). 

 Restricting virtually all Radio 4 drama commissions to a 45 or 60-minute time slot, 

with 90-minute plays increasingly rare. 

 Heavy budget cuts to the Woman’s Hour drama slot, with many productions now 

“enhanced readings” rather than fully dramatised material. 

 The tiny budget for commissioning new material on Radio 4 Extra is now being cut in 

half. 

 Radio 3 is to “reduce the amount of original drama” as part of its 10% budget cut. 

 

How on earth can any of this dismal programme live up to the pledge to make “ambitious 

original British drama and comedy” one of the “five pillars of the BBC’s future strategy”? It 

is simply not credible, and the BBC Trust should not allow the wool to be pulled over its eyes. 

The present DQF proposals are a recipe for continued neglect and decline of original UK 

drama and comedy on the BBC and this must not be allowed to happen. 

 

Regional policy 

 

We have written separately about the deplorable proposals to remove nearly all programme 

making (apart from The Archers) away from Birmingham. 

 

Bernie Corbett 

General Secretary, Writers’ Guild of Great Britain 

20 December 2011 


